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Box 1, Tape 1. 

 
In this interview Vera Shvets discusses her life in Dubossari (Moldova), during the fascist 
occupation from August 1941 until April 1944. She explains that Dubossari was one of the 
places where Jews were rounded-up and shot. She explains that she and her mother had once 
witnessed a mass shooting. She devotes almost all of her story to the description of this event. 
 
 
[01:] 01:10:00 – [01:] 05:59:25 
 
She remembers the first day of the bombings in Dubossari; talks about her family and her 
evacuation to the village of Hulenka where she stayed until August of 1941; explains that they 
had been told the war was over and they should go back home; adds that their home was 
already filled with other people so they wound up all living together; remembers how once 
she saw Romanian and German policemen lead a group of Jews to the tobacco factory.  
 
[01:] 06:00:00 – [01:] 11:19:25 
 
She remembers how her mother went into town and noticed her former neighbor, a Jewish 
woman named Klara Barbarovich; explains what happened to this woman’s house after the 
family was removed; comments that the soldier who guarded her, let Vera bring the food to 
that woman; specifies that Romanian soldiers differed from the Germans by their uniform; 
talks about two brothers and one boy, all of whom came to their home and asked for food. 
 
[01:] 11:20 00 – [01:] 19:29:25 
 
She talks about the time she witnessed a mass shooting; specifies how many people were 
there and that there were woman and children along with the men; describes how they 
behaved; describes the process of shooting; points out that the condemned stood in front of 
the trench and fell into it after they were shot; adds that local people took care of the dead 
bodies and covered the up the trench with dirt; tells the story how one family came to their 
house and asked to stay overnight; explains that they had needed some documents and that her 
mother took them to the place where they could receive the documents; explains that she 
assumes that these women were not let out of that place; discusses the place where the 
shootings took place; tells how she helped Jews and brought food for them; describes how 
fascist officers walked around Dubossari and guarded the town; remembers approximate dates 
when shootings took place. 
 
[01:] 19:30 00 – [01:] 24:59:25 
 
She remembers that the fascists told them that they would execute everyone; adds that not 
only Jews were shot; returns to describing the shooting she witnessed; explains how she 
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differentiated Romanian soldiers from German soldiers; describes the behavior of the fascists 
in the occupied territory. 
 
[01:] 25:00:00 – [01:] 32:59:25 
 
She adds the shootings were done by soldiers, not by the officers; explains the process of the 
shootings; describes how local citizens reacted; describes the trenches where the people who 
had been killed fell into; remembers at what time of day the shootings happened; explains that 
the clothes were taken from the murdered people and were collected and brought to one 
house; adds that her mother was offered some clothes but she refused; gives an example of a 
former partisan and now policeman, an Italian man named Vetas; points out that he took 
some clothes; mentions the date when the city was liberated; explains how people, who took 
clothes from the murdered Jews were punished; focuses on what happened to Vetas and his 
family. 
 
[01:] 33:00:00 – [01:] 42:59:25 
 
She returns to the story of the Jewish woman named Klara; explains why she was locked up 
in the basement; discusses how she brought food to her; remembers the Jewish convoy she 
saw; explains how she understood that that people were Jews; answers the interviewer’s 
questions of whether she witnessed violence towards local non-Jewish residents; adds that she 
was beaten up; describes how Romanians went to every house and took anything they wanted; 
remembers how shortly before the retreat Germans took away teenagers from their parents; 
describes how her sister and she were captured and how her sister persuaded her to run away. 
 
[01:] 43:00:00 – [01:] 50:40:25 
 
She adds that once she witnessed her classmate, Marusya, get beaten up; describes how they 
went to the church and Marusya was beaten up by a German; specifies how long the 
shootings lasted; comments how many mass graves she saw; tells about the tobacco factory 
where Jews were held; points out that the Germans drank wine before shooting Jews; 
describes the barrel with wine that stood near the place of shootings; tells that Germans went 
looking for the wine that was hidden before the evacuation; finishes with the story of how 
Germans walked around the city and sang a song in Russian about the Volga River. 
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